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GO FOR ONLINE COURSES AND CERTIFICATIONS “ADMISSION” CAN BE ONLINE
STOP BEELINES AT COLLEGES AS STUDENTS GEAR UP FOR ADMISSION

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bangalore: Reportedly many software companies are launching online courses and certifications .Think beyond degrees. Make in India Skill India or Digital India can
only be successful if they reach each and every one in India Certifications by reputed organizations in Management and IT are gaining ground as employers are giving more wattage to training and certifications
while acquiring talent acquisitions .Universities and schools used to be the only places to deliver formalized learning, certified through a degree qualification that remained valid for life. For students, choosing a
course that can take them on the path to a flourishing career is easier said than done. Many youngsters are often in a dilemma and this is a natural phase, say education counsellors. Yes, there is a solution for every
query if they are guided well and do not fall prey to peer or parental pressure, say academic experts. The PUC and 12 Std results are out and students are hurrying to bag a seat in the college of their choice. While
some have already decided which branch of study they will pursue in their undergraduate course, others may be undecided, depending on their performance.Reportedly Following the declaration of the Second PUC
and SSLC examination results , students could be seen making beelines in front of pre-university and degree colleges across the city which need to be avoided by making online admission process in all colleges .
Toppers say there isn't a universal mantra to beat the game. For some it's good sleep and a healthy lifestyle, for a few others, it's a strict 10-hour regime, and extracurricular activity for some others. Students who
wish to make a career in management or business have a number of courses to pick from. They can select from courses such as the Bachelor of Management Studies (BMS), Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting &
Finance (BAF), BCom in Banking and Insurance (BBI), BCom in Financial Markets (BFM) and BCom. The BMS is a holistic course in management covering various business-related subjects such as marketing,
management, accounting, finance and information technology for business. “Students who do not get an engineering or medicine seat after being coerced into it by their parents, should not lose heart. They can
pursue any other course that they are passionate about such as hotel management, fashion and design, advertising, journalism and so on. The most important ingredient they must possess is conviction in
themselves,““Schools are not allowed to fail students in lower classes even if their performance is bad. But when they come to class 10, they are suddenly asked to face board exams and are under pressure. Till then,
there's no fear of exams and parents are also unaware of their children's performance.These have impacted the quality of education,“ says a teacher . “Students are more callous about their education today. Pressure
is built suddenly in classes 9 and 10 but it should be applied in a gradual manner from class 7 onwards,“.
The BAF and BFM are finance-oriented courses, which focus on core finance concepts, the stock market and valuation. The BCom is designed to help you build the foundation for a number of professional careers in
finance, accounting, tax and other fields.Students with a keen interest in finance can opt for the BAF. Those who do not wish to make a career in the financial sector but aim to work in functions such as marketing
and HR can opt for the BMS. Students can choose a specialisation in the third year of the BMS course, which allows them to understand their career orientation. The BMS programme is for students who wish to
enter the corporate world without specialising initially. It is designed to help them analyse and understand the business environment, devise business plans, work in teams and develop solutions to real problems.The
BCom, on the other hand, enables students to build a base in subjects such as economics and maths. Commerce, after class XII, is best for individuals who have a flair for accountancy, finance, commodities,
marketing and trading.These students generally aim to pursue a CA or CS qualification or become innovative entrepreneurs.It can become difficult for a student to pick a course if heshe does not have any career
goal. It is thus essential that students consider their aspirations, favourite subjects, long-term goals and aptitude before picking a course.Given that companies now look for specialists, there are electives within a
particular course so students can specialise. Many colleges appoint visiting faculty from industry to teach niche subjects in courses like the BAF and BMS.So, selecting a course delivered by quali fied, experienced
faculty can help enhance students' knowledge with a combination of theory and practical exposure.The environment is competitive. Courses like the BMS, BAF and BFM are in demand. Apart from a Bachelor's
degree, students enrol for certified add-on courses to add to their skills. GRADUATES CAN FIND WORK IN VARIOUS SECTORS BMS: Business consultancy, human resources, marketing research BBA:
Corporate houses, particularly in the banking and finance and FMCG sector; set up a business BAF: There is a demand for financial and investment analysts in the financial and banking sector BCom: Banking,
financial and tax consultancy, auditing, market research BBI: Become a credit and risk manager, equity research analyst, investment analyst, or investment banker (Reportedly The author is an educationist).The
essence of Human Resource Development is education, which plays a significant and remedial role in balancing the socio-economic fabric of the Country. Since citizens of India are its most valuable resource, our
billion-strong nation needs the nurture and care in the form of basic education to achieve a better quality of life. This warrants an all-round development of our citizens, which can be achieved by building strong
foundations in education. In pursuance of this mission, the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) was created on September 26, 1985, through the 174th amendment to the Government of India
(Allocation of Business) Rules, 1961. Currently, the MHRD works through two departments: Department of School Education & Literacy and Department of Higher Education.While the Department of School
Education & Literacy is responsible for development of school education and literacy in the country, the Department of Higher Education takes care of what is one of the largest Higher Education systems of the
world, just after the United States and China.The Dept of SE & L has its eyes set on the “universalisation of education” and making better citizens out of our young brigade. For this, various new schemes and
initiatives are taken up regularly and recently, those schemes and initiatives have also started paying dividends in the form of growing enrolment in schools.The Dept of HE, on the other hand, is engaged in bringing
world class opportunities of higher education and research to the country so that Indian students are not finding lacking when facing an international platform. For this, the Government has launched joint ventures
and signed MoUs to help the Indian student benefit from the world opinion.These are times of great opportunity and challenge for continuing education (CE) programs in colleges and universities. While lifelong
learning remains central to CE's mission, means of promoting and delivering adult education programs through distance and online learning are undergoing tremendous technological transformation. Within
institutions, CE units are increasingly collaborating with academic departments. In addition, demographic shifts have resulted in new audiences and types of programs offered, both credit and noncredit. School are
pressured to increase their participation in economic development.

Today, learning opportunities are being unbundled and learners and workers are seeking new ways to accredit the knowledge, skills and experience they acquire from multiple sources. At the same time employers
are emphasizing the importance of soft skills, creativity and problem-solving and are looking for new ways to determine whether would-be employees possess such capabilities. What new forms of certification can
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credibly validate the personalized set of knowledge, skills and experience that an individual continuously acquires throughout life?.Beyond Certifications: A credential alone doesn't guarantee real-world job skills,
but it increases the odds that the person is competent. Look for a well-rounded technician with a deep Rolodex of contacts in the tech world; knowledge of multiple systems and brands can be better than a deep
understanding of Windows alone. In addition, certifications don't reflect hidden abilities, such as chops in social media. IT skills are lurking outside the lab and server room, within administrative, finance, and
human-resources departments. Taking that into account, IT workers have grown from 2 percent of the workforce 17 years ago to 15 percent today, according to press reports.. As more companies try to do more with
smaller budgets, the research firm finds, they turn to cloud computing and other technologies that reduce the need for IT staff. As a result, the market for IT professionals now emphasizes hybrid skills. Not only
must they understand the equipment, but they must solve business problems creatively. Don't take someone's experience, training, and certification at face value. Ask what they had to do to get a certification. Handson lab work in addition to an exam is a good sign. When reviewing a person's education, whether it culminated in a liberal arts degree, a diploma from a community college, or a certificate from a trade school, ask
about the curriculum.. Enterprise MOOCs: Learn anywhere, anytime and on any device :About openSAP : https://open.sap.com/ Keeping pace with the rapidly developing world of information technology is a need
that SAP helps to fill with openSAP. openSAP is developed and provided by SAP in cooperation with the Hasso Plattner Institute.open SAP works according to the principle of "Massive Open Online Courses"
(MOOC): The key difference between MOOCs and other types of e-learning lies in the way MOOCs demand commitment by leveraging tried and trusted classroom concepts in an online delivery format.The average
duration of the video units is 90 minutes per week. Combined with additional self-study and weekly assignments, the average effort required to complete an openSAP course successfully will be 4–5 hours per week.
This makes it easy for course participants to combine courses with their other tasks.The vision of Digital India programme is to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.The digital
India need more number of skilled workers.Most important is updated certifications .As technology can update so soon or every year new version of software comes out and so soon course content in training
institutes and colleges to bring more and more skilled people out in the market and be ready from day one. The training courses should change so briskly as technology that changes the industry landscape and also
the lives of people consuming it like smart phones and mobile app development. Choosing and recruiting a professional to manage your company's network, hardware, and software is no easy task .For recruitment
Training alone isn’t enough. You also need a organizations certification to back up candidates training. A good beginning has been made by some of the private universities and online MOOCS and training
providers who have been offering hundreds if not thousands of options as far as specializations in the field of Managements and IT is concerned. We all know that feeling of dread on Sunday nights — another work
week to get through. But it doesn’t have to be that way. In the tech industry, an education will help — but it isn’t 100 percent necessary. Take for instance the IT field. A handful of entry-level positions in the
burgeoning field simply require a certification . The challenge is more acute for commercial software companies as it is reported that for every popular commercial offering their exists free and open source version
available for almost every commercial offering. Most of these certifications as we all are promoted by those very companies that have either ceated the or promoted or providing training for that domains of different
platforms.What stops from universities offering graduate and post graduate courses on these platforms like Specialize in IOT Cloud Commuting Big Data Analytics ERP during course of their degrees studies? .The
fees mentioned here are always changing depends on the demand and supply.

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
You may have problems with Government Departments, PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Talluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation,
K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khatha, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and
years in Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you.
We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies,
M.S.Yatnatti, Editor and Video Journalist & Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com propertypolitics@gmail.com
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